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1. SECTION-1
ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
MEGA ATV Championship Overview
The Mega ATV Championship SEASON-5 is the sequel of its previous seasons organized
subsequently Bhubaneswar, Ahmednagar, Nashik and GOA, India. This season venue is over
GOA 1000 Acres of area in Konkan area. Being the hill station and most visited tourist place
in India, is an ultimate adventure sports destination

MEGA ATV Championship Objective
Mega ATV Championship is an intercollegiate engineering design competition for
undergraduate students. The object of the competition is to promote the culture of “LEARN
WITH FUN “. Each team is expected to learn the different aspect of automobile while
designing the vehicle and have fun while testing the self-made vehicle in different
adventure tracks prepared especially for these type of vehicle. This competition also aimed
to contribute in automobile sector by creating designing expert and racing sector by
encouraging the student to build their career of being professional racers. This completion
also improves the soft skill of participating students.

Design Objective
Each team's goal is to design and build a single-seat, all-terrain, sporting vehicle whose
structure contains the driver. The vehicle is to be handle all kinds of different challenges
thrown to it. The vehicle will be tested for its reliability, maintainability, ergonomics, and
endurance. The vehicle performance will be measured by success in the dynamic events
which are described in the website, and are subject to event-site weather and course
conditions.

Good Engineering Practices
Vehicles entered into Mega ATV Championship are expected to be designed and fabricated
in accordance with good engineering practices.
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Official Announcements and Competition Information
Teams are required to read the articles posted on the website homepage as well as in the
dashboard of registered students. It is the responsibility of student read and follow all the
Announcements published by organizing team and MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP Rules
Committee.

Official Languages
The official language of the Mega ATV Championship is English. Document submissions,
presentations and discussions must be in English.

Rules Compliance
By entering in Mega ATV Championship competition, the team members, faculty advisors
and other personnel of the entering university agree to comply with, and be bound by, the
rules and all rules interpretations or procedures issued or announced by MEGA ATV
CHAMPIONSHIP, the MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP Rules Committee and other organizing
bodies. All team members, faculty advisors and other university representatives are
required to cooperate with, and follow all instructions from competition organizers, officials
and judges.

Understanding the Rules
Teams are responsible for reading and understanding the rules in their entirety for the
competition in which they are participating. The section and paragraph headings in these
rules are provided to facilitate reading: they do not fully explain all the paragraph contents.

Loopholes
It is virtually impossible for a set of rules to be so comprehensive that it covers all possible
questions about the vehicle’s design parameters or the conduct of the competition. Please
keep in mind that safety remains paramount during MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP, so any
perceived loopholes should be resolved in the direction of increased safety/ concept of the
competition. And student is encouraged to notify any loopholes to the MEGA ATV
CHAMPIONSHIP rule committee to avoid dispute during events.
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Participating in the Competition
Teams, team members as individuals, faculty advisors and other representatives of a
registered university or racing club/society who are present on-site at a competition are
considered to be “participating in the competition” from the time they arrive at the event
site until they depart the site at the conclusion of the competition or earlier by
withdrawing.

Right to Impound
MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP and the other competition organizing bodies reserve the right
to impound any on-site registered vehicle at any time during a competition for inspection
and examination by the organizers, officials and technical inspectors.

General Authority
MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP and the competition organizing bodies reserve the right to
revise the schedule of any competition and/or interpret or modify the competition rules at
any time and in any manner that is, in their sole judgment, required for the efficient
operation of the event or the MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP as a whole.

Penalties
Organizers have the right to modify the penalties listed in the various dynamic event to
better reflect the design of their event courses, the course lengths or any special conditions
unique to the site. The standard dynamic event penalties in these rules are default values
that will be applied unless there is a change by the organizer.
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2. SECTION-2
INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS
Eligibility Limits
Eligibility is limited to undergraduate students to ensure this is an engineering competition
and a race. Individual members of teams participating in this competition must satisfy the
following requirements:

Student Status
Team members must be enrolled as degree seeking undergraduate student in a college or
university. Team members who have graduated in 2019 remain eligible to participate
(COVID-19 special provision).

Age
Team members must be at least eighteen (18) years of age at the time of the competition.

Driver’s License
Team members who will drive a competition vehicle at any time during a competition must
hold a valid, government issued civil driver’s license. This will be required onsite for proof.

Liability Waiver
All on-site participants and faculty are required to sign a liability waiver upon registering onsite.

Insurance
Individual medical and accident insurance coverage is not required, but driver’s insurance is
must. Drivers can also apply for FMSCI license which also covers medical insurance. Detailed
separate information is given on website of FMSCI.

Faculty Advisor
2.7.1. Faculty Advisor Status
Each team is expected to have a Faculty Advisor/coach appointed by the
university/club/society. The faculty advisor is expected to accompany the team to the
competition and will be considered by competition officials to be the official university
representative. On-site presence of faculty advisor is not mandatory.
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2.7.2. Responsibilities
Faculty Advisors/team coach are expected to advise their teams on general engineering and
engineering project management theory.

2.7.3. Limitations
Faculty advisors/team coach may not design any part of the vehicle nor directly participate
in the development of any documentation or presentation.
Faculty Advisors/team coach may neither fabricate nor assemble any components nor assist
in the preparation, maintenance, testing or operation of the vehicle.
Faculty Advisors/team coach are not allowed to participate during technical inspection,
Innovation design presentations. The team captain or other designated members of the
team must do all the presenting although Faculty Advisors may silently observe.
In brief – Faculty Advisors may not design, build or repair any part of the vehicle.

ELIGIBILITY – VEHICLES
2.8.1. Student created
The vehicle and associated documentation must be conceived, designed and fabricated by
the team members without direct involvement from the professional engineers, faculty or
professionals in the off-road and racing communities.
2.8.2. Professional Fabrication Limits
Vehicles which have been professionally fabricated may be disqualified from the
competition. If a team does not have access to machine shop / workshop facilities, the
frame can be professionally fabricated without penalty. Lack of access must be documented
(letter from the faculty advisor, copy of policies which prohibit machine shop / workshop
access, etc.).
2.8.3. Kit Vehicles – Prohibited
Vehicles fabricated from a kit or published designs are ineligible to compete.
2.8.4. Prefabricated Subassemblies
These rules do not exclude the use of prefabricated or modified sub-assemblies.
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2.8.5. PROTESTS
It is recognized that hundreds of hours of work have gone into fielding a vehicle. In the heat
of competition, emotions peak and disputes can arise. The organizers and MEGA ATV
CHAMPIONSHIP staff will make every effort to fully review all questions and resolve
problems quickly and efficiently.
2.8.6. Preliminary Review – Required
If a team has a question about scoring, judging, policies or any official action it must be
brought to the organizer’s or MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP staff’s attention for an informal
preliminary review before a protest can be filed.

2.8.7. Cause for Protest
A team may protest any rule interpretation, score or official action (unless specifically
excluded from protest) which they feel has caused some actual, non-trivial harm to their
team, or has had a substantive effect on their score. Teams may not protest rule
interpretations or actions that have not caused them any substantive damage.
2.8.8. Protest Format and Forfeit
All protest must be filed in writing and presented to the organizer or MEGA ATV
CHAMPIONSHIP Staff by the team captain or a designated student team member. In order
to have a protest considered, a team must post a TWO RANK PENALTY protest bond which
will be forfeited if the protest is rejected.
2.8.9. Protest Period
Protests concerning any aspect of the competition must be filed within one half hour (30
minutes) of the end of the event to which the protest relates.
2.8.10. Decision
The decision regarding any protest is final.
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3. SECTION-3
REGISTRATION
More than one team from same institution/college/university/club/society are eligible to
participate.
If multiple teams participating from same institution/college/university/club/society, teams
must have different: Team name, Team logo, Colour of the vehicle, Team captain and other
members, Team jerseys/Uniforms.
TEAM SIZEi)
Team must have minimum of 10 members and maximum of 30 members and
maximum of 2 faculty advisors/team coach are allowed per team.
ii)
As there will be Day and Night event so each Team must have at least two
drivers.
iii)
The teams are advised to have team captain, strategist, driver, technical crew,
team manager, navigator (Who can communicate with drivers during the events)
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4. SECTION-4
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Vehicle Configuration
The vehicle must have four (4) or more wheels not in a straight line.
The vehicle may only use one Briggs & Stratton engine and specified required electric
tractive system of a model & specifications specified below. The vehicle must be capable
of carrying one (1) person 190cm (75 in) tall weighing 113kg (250lbs).

Maximum Vehicle Dimensions
Maximum Dimensions is 162 cm (64 in) width by 274 cm (108 in) length.

All-Terrain Capability
The vehicle must be capable of safe operation over rough land terrain including
obstructions such as rocks, sand jumps, logs, steep inclines, mud and shallow water in
any or all combinations and in any type of weather including rain, snow and ice. The
vehicle must have adequate ground clearance and traction.

Vehicle Ergonomic Capacity
As a prototype of a commercial product, the design intent should be to accommodate
drivers of all sizes from the 95th percentile male (in the country in which the
competition is held) to the 5th percentile female. The largest driver must be able to
meet the roll cage minimum clearances, and fit into a comfortable driving position,
while wearing the entire required driver’s equipment. The smallest driver must be able
to comfortably reach all of the vehicle’s controls.
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5. SECTION-5
REQUIRED ENGINE FOR COMBUSTION ENGINE EVENT.
Briggs & Stratton 10 hp OHV Intake
To provide a uniform basis for the performance events, all vehicles must use the same
engine: a stock four cycle, air cooled, Briggs & Stratton OHV Intake Model.
DUE TO COVID-19 SPECIAL PROVISION RESTRICTIONS ON AGE OF ENGINE HAS BEEN
WITHDRAWN. TEAMS MAY USE OLD ENGINES ALSO. TEAMS MAY USE OLDER VEHICLES
EARLY MANUFACTURED. (Valid for both Electric and combustion)
The following Briggs & Stratton engines are the only acceptable engines for the
competitions:
Acceptable Engine
19L232-0054-G1
ENGINE REQUIREMENTS FOR COMBUSTION ENGINE EVENT
Engine Eligibility

Eligible Teams - Ordering New Engines
Teams that need to replace the engine can order online. A separate form is uploaded on
website as well as on dashboard of team login page for ordering the engine from Brigg
and Stratton. A team can also buy the engine from their local Briggs and Stratton
dealers.

Replacement Parts
Only Original Equipment Briggs & Stratton replacement parts may be used.

Piston Rings
Only standard size original Briggs & Stratton piston rings may be used.
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Intake Ports
No cleaning or removing of aluminium flashing from intake or exhaust ports may be don

Valves
A. Valve Clearance - Any valve clearance setting between tappet and valve stem – intake
and exhaust may be set.
B. Valve Lapping - Valves may be lapped to ensure proper sealing. Intake angle must
remain at 45 degrees; exhaust angle must remain at 45 degrees.

Shafts and Rods
Camshaft, crankshaft, connecting rod and flywheel must not be altered or modified.

Spark Plugs
Must use RC12YC Only.

Armature
Any armature air gap setting is allowed. No slotting or elongating of armature mounting
holes to increase or retard ignition timing.

Flywheel Rotation
No flywheel rotation to advance or retard timing is permissible.

Carburettor
A. Carburettor Re-jetting – Prohibited
This is a fixed carburettor, re-jetting of the carburettor is prohibited.
B. Idle Speed
Any idle speed adjustment is allowed, Briggs & Stratton recommends 1750, ±
100 RPM.
C. Carburettor Float
Carburettor float is non-adjustable and may not be re-adjusted.
D. Carburettor Venturi
Modification of carburettor venture is prohibited.
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Air Cleaner
The air intake may be relocated, but Briggs & Stratton parts must be used to relocate
the air filter: 792349 remote kits,695329 – choke shaft and 699960 bases. The supplied
air hose may be shortened to a minimum of 152 mm (6.0 in).
No other type of hose will be allowed. A team may also add additional pre-filters to the
top of the air intake. These parts must be included on the cost report. Any changes
made to the air filter will have to pass Briggs & Stratton
inspection.
Note from Briggs & Stratton: Relocation of the air cleaner may decrease engine
performance.

Exhaust System
A. Muffler Relocation
If the vehicle design requires an exhaust system reconfiguration to keep it from
impinging on part of the vehicle, the re-routing must be done using tubing having an ID
of 32mm (1.25 in). Any remote mounted exhaust system must use the original muffler
and must be securely mounted so that it does not vibrate loose during the competition.
B. Muffler Support
Support of the exhaust pipe and muffler are strongly recommended.
C. Exhaust Pipe
Exhaust pipe may not protrude inside of the exhaust port, so as to alter port
configuration.
D. Exhaust Pipe – Length
Any exhaust pipe length is allowed, however pipe length may not be adjustable.
E. Exhaust Pipe – Holes & Tubes
No extra holes or tubes are allowed in the exhaust pipe.
F. Exhaust System – Durability required
The exhaust pipe and muffler must be completely intact and operational
throughout the competition. Any vehicle found to have a loose or leaking exhaust
system will be removed from competition until the issue can be corrected.
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Starter
The Recoil starter rope may be extended to accommodate the driver starting the engine
while seated

Alternator
The engine may be fitted with an alternator to generate electrical energy. The only
alternators which may be used are those which Briggs & Stratton specifies for the
engine model

Engine Governor
Each engine is equipped with a governor. Each governor will be set at competition to a
3,800 rpm or lower maximum speed. Random inspection of the governor may be
conducted at any time. Any attempt to defeat the engine governor so as to increase the
engine speed is grounds for is grounds for immediate disqualification. Random
inspection of the governor may be conducted at any time.

GOVERNOR SETTING NOT TO EXCEED 3800 RPM.
The governor operation must remain free of obstructions at all times. Governor area
must be shielded from debris. The stock configuration of fuel tank mounted to the
engine is acceptable for debris management. However, if the fuel tank is to be remote
mounted, a debris shield covering the exposed governor area is required. Briggs &
Stratton part number 697326 Control Cover may be used or some other part with
equivalent features.
NOTE: The governor spring must be placed in hole #5.

Hybrid Electric Power Systems
Hybrid electric power systems are specifically prohibited.
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6. SECTION-6
TRACTIVE SYSTEM RULES FOR ELECTIRC VEHICLE EVENT
VISION & MISSION
“To accelerate the automobile transition towards electric culture through sustainable
energy. The focus on sustainability indicates the compliance of the AUTOSPORTS INDIA
with global demands of electric vehicle that align with calls for green energy.

DEFINATIONS
a.
b.
c.
d.

High Voltage System (Traction System): Operation Voltage >/= 48V
Low Voltage: Operation Voltage < 48V.
E-kit: the complete electric setup including battery, motor, controller,
accumulator, etc.
Tractive System Accumulator: battery cells storing electric energy (used by
tractive system).

TERMINOLOGY
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

HVS/TS: High Voltage System/Traction System
LVS/GLVS: Low Voltage System/ Ground Low Voltage System
BMS: Battery Management System
AIR: Accumulator Isolation Relays
TSAL: Traction system Active Light

BASIC REQUIREMENT
COMPONENT : SPECIFICATION
BATTERY
: 48V, 110Ah, Li-ion
BLDC MOTOR : 6KW (max)
TSAL
: 2-5Hz, Red
CHARGER
: 48V
ACCELERATOR PEDAL:
RIGHT FOOTED
FUSE
: GENERAL
ACCUMULATOR CONTAINER
AUXILLARY BATTERY
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GENERAL REQUIREMENT:
6.5.1. TRACTION SYSTEM
6.5.1.1. Direct connection between motor and accumulator is prohibited. There
should be a controller device in between motor and accumulator.
6.5.1.2. Direct contact between the chassis (or any other conducting part) must be
avoided.
6.5.1.3. All the components in the TS must be rated for maximum TS voltage.
6.5.1.4. All the components must be rated for maximum possible temperature
which may occur during operating condition.
6.5.2. ACCELERATOR PEDAL
6.5.2.1. Right footed accelerator pedal is mandatory, through which motor
controller must be actuated.
6.5.2.2. Positive stoppers must mounted at the start and end of travel of pedal and
the pedal must return to its initial rearmost position when released.
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6.5.3. TRACTIVE SYSTEM ENERGY STORAGE
6.5.3.1. All cells which store the TS energy must be enclosed in accumulator
container.
6.5.3.2. It must be possible to open the TS accumulator container for technical
inspection so that the voltage can be measured.
6.5.3.3. The Tractive System Accumulator pack shall include at least one AIR and
one Fuse which will open the circuit and disconnect the energy flow from
accumulator to the remaining tractive system whenever a fault is detected.
6.5.3.4. The tractive system accumulator container must be made from an
insulating material and if made from electrically conductive material, the
insulation barrier must be adequately protected against conductive
penetrations.
6.5.3.5. Every wire used in an accumulator container, no matter whether it is part
of the GLV or tractive system, must be rated to the maximum tractive system
voltage.
6.5.3.6. All TS accumulator container must lie within and be attached to the
primary structure and should not lose its position during event. Any type of
fastener can be used meet the general rules regarding fasteners.
6.5.3.7. All accumulator must be mechanically robust and the container material
must be fire resistant. These must be protected from side or rear impact
collision.

ASSEMBLY:
a.

The complete tractive system, batteries, to be rigidly mounted in the envelope
provided in back of the firewall with sound engineering practice, any movement
of the system to be restricted.

b.

No any part of the tractive system (batteries, motor, wires, terminals, cables,
controller unit) to be outside of the envelope and must protect the system from
any impact and damage at an event of roll over, collision, accident.
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c.

All systems must be mechanically fastened with the roll cage in mounting points.
Use of belt, wire, glue, tape, plastic tags to mount the system is strictly
prohibited.

d.

Battery container must be of metal insulated from inside to avoid any short
circuit, holes can be done for passing/routing of wires/cables.

e.

Cooling system-cooling system may be designed like exhaust fans, cross
ventilation vents, can be made which do not allow water or debris to enter
inside the system.

f.

System should not be installed in driver cockpit.

PRECAUTIONS:
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

f.

A caution mark in form of sticker or paint to be pasted in the accumulator
container. The sticker should be at least 500 sq. mm and must of yellow colour
stating (CAUTION HIGH VOLTAGE) to be written.
All teams must take proper precautions during handling of the system and its
components like batteries motor and other energized parts.
All wires/cables must be protected and of proper color as specified and marked.
Charging of the accumulator system can be done in ready condition in the
vehicle on site and separately accumulator system with container may also be
charged on site. However the handling/transport of the accumulator system to
be done by a trolley which can carry the batteries/accumulator properly.
All electric vehicle must use a warning system like sound and an indicator light to
be used if the vehicle is in ready to move condition for spectators and other
peoples other than the driver. No annoying sound animal sound to be used. We
strongly recommend to use pre-recorded engine sound for this.

Fire extinguisher(s) as specified in the rule book must be mounted properly
inside the vehicle.
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LIMITATIONS:
a.
b.
c.

Batteries used must be of a reputed manufacturer any alteration, tempering,
modification in the original batteries are strictly prohibited.
The above rules are given to the tractive system for electric vehicles only.
However all vehicles must meet the other rules given in the rule book.
The tractive system batteries cannot be used for other components like lamps,
alarm, buzzer brake light and other similar components used in the vehicle. A
separate battery to be used for these purposes, keeping all rules related to this
in mind.

7. SECTION-7
ROLL CAGE CONSTRUCTION
The roll cage is to contain the driver safely within the enclosed area and support other
components of the vehicle, other components like engine gear box, wheel assembly to
hold and provide mounting support, it behaves both as chassis as well as body of the
buggy. It should be designed like that it provides proper space and capable of carrying a
driver of size 198 cm, weight 113 Kgs comfortably and protect the driver completely in
event of roll over collision and similar type of accidents.
Specified material to be used by the teams to construct the roll cage is:
Material: Steel circular tube, of AISI, ASTM or similar grade, Seamless.
Dimension/specification: outside diameter 25mm and wall thickness, 3mm, carbon
content 0.18% for primary members.
Dimension/specifications: for secondary members 25 mm outside diameter and 0.89
mm wall thickness if other than circular cross section is used, wall thickness of the
material must be minimum 0.89 mm.
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TERMINOLOGIES
The roll cage members are defined as 1) primary members 2) secondary members
PRMIARY
MEMBERS
SR
NO
1

TERMS

2

ALC

RHO

FULL
NAME
Roll Hoop
Overhead
Members

SECONDARY
MEMBERS
TERMS

FULL NAME

LDB

Lateral Diagonal
Bracing

SIM

Side Impact
Members

Aft Lateral
Cross
Member
3

FLC

Front
Lateral
Cross
Member

FAB

Fore/Aft Bracing
Members

4

LFS

Lower
Frame Side
Members

USM

Under Seat
Member

5

FBM

Front
Bracing
Members

RLC

Rear Lateral
Cross Member

6

RRH

DLC SIM
Lateral
Cross
Member

7

8

Rear Roll
Hoop
BLC
Overhead
Lateral
Cross
Member

9

CLC

Upper
Lateral
Cross
Member
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Figure 1: Primary and secondary members

SECONDARY MEMBERS
Additional Support Members For bent or straight Roll Cage Members that exceed the maximum
allowable length, additional support members may be added. For straight members, a single
secondary member should connect from the mid-point. For bent members, a single secondary
member should connect from between the tangents of the bend to a Named Point. At no time
may a bent member have a bend greater than 30°.

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT MEMBERS
For bent or straight Roll Cage Members that exceed the maximum allowable length, additional
support members may be added. For straight members, a single secondary member should
connect from the mid-point (+/-127 mm or 5 in.) to a Named Point. For bent members, a single
secondary member should connect from between the tangents of the bend to a Named Point.
At no time may a bent member have a bend greater than 30°.
Named Roll Cage Points: A, B, C, D, F, S, (E and/or G for ‘Nose’ cars) and P, Q, and R as
applicable for FAB systems. All named points are implied to have a Left and Right-hand side,
denoted by subscript L or R (e.g. AL and AR) as shown in Figure
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Figure 2

LC – Lateral Cross Member
Lateral cross members cannot be less than 203.5 mm, long. LC’s cannot have a bend,
however, they can be a part of a larger, bent tube system, provided the minimum length
is met between bend tangents.

Figure 2: Lateral Cross Members
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RRH (Rear Roll Hoop)
1. The RRH is a planar structure behind the driver’s back, and defines the boundary
between the front half (fore) and rear-half (aft) of the roll cage. The driver and seat
must be entirely forward of this panel. The RRH is substantially vertical, but may incline
by up to 20 deg. from vertical. The minimum width of the RRH, measured at a point 686
mm above the inside seat bottom, is 736 mm. In addition to this, minimum width of the
RRH measured in above the inside seat bottom should be minimum 32 inch.
The vertical members of the RRH may be straight or bent, and are defined as beginning
and ending where they intersect the top and bottom horizontal planes (points AR and
AL, and BR and BL). The vertical members must be continuous tubes (i.e. not multiple
segments joined by welding). The vertical members must be joined by ALC and BLC
members at the bottom and top. ALC and BLC members must be continuous tubes or
adhere Butt Joints. ALC, BLC, RRH members, LDB and the shoulder belt tube must all be
coplanar.
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Figure 3: RRH (Rear Roll Hoop)

LDB Lateral Diagonal Bracing
The RRH must be diagonally braced. The diagonal brace(s) must extend from one RRH
vertical member to the other. The top and bottom intersections of the LDB members and the
RRH vertical members must be no more than 127 mm from points Z and Y. The angle
between the LDB members and the RRH vertical members must be greater than or equal to
20 deg. Lateral bracing may consist of more than one member.
A single straight LDB is exempt from the maximum length in 1016 mm (40 in.)

RHO Roll Hoop Overhead Members
The aft (rearward) ends of the RHO members intersect the RRH within 51 mm (2.0 in.) of Points
BR and BL (defined by BLC). The forward ends of the RHO members (intersection with the CLC)
define points CR and CL. CLC, BLC and RHO members must all be coplanar and bends at the aft
(rearward) ends of the RHO members are not permitted.
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Figure 4: RHO Roll Hoop Overhead Members

Points CR and CL must be between at least 305 mm (12 in.) forward of a point, in the vehicle’s
side view, defined by the intersection of the RHO members and a vertical line rising from the aft
end of the seat bottom. This point on the seat is defined by the seat bottom intersection with a
101 mm (4 in.) radius circle which touches the seat bottom and the seat back. The top edge of
the template is exactly horizontal with respect to gravity.
Points CR and CL and Points BR and BL must also be no lower than the top edge of the
template, 1041.4 mm (41 in) above the seat and shall satisfy the Lateral Space requirements as
per the rule.
Note: The top, longitudinal edge of the template shall be oriented exactly horizontal with
respect to gravity.
The two RHO members must be braced using a diagonal member confirming to Rule Secondary
member as highlighted in blue in Figure. The end points of the diagonal members welded must
lie in the same plane as the RHO members and must be less than 3 inches away from points
CR/CL and BR/BL respectively measured in the direction of vehicle’s longitudinal axis

LFS – Lower Frame Side MembersThe two Lower Frame Side members define the lower right and left edges of the roll
cage. These members are joined to the bottom of the RRH at Point A and extend
generally forward, at least as far as a point forward of every driver’s heels, when seated
in normal driving position. The forward ends of the LFS members are joined by a lateral
cross member, FLC. The intersection of the LFS members and the FLC define the points
FR and FL. In ‘Nose’ designs, as shown in, the LFS extends forward to Point E, and is
joined by a lateral cross member FLC and ELC.
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SIM – Side Impact Members
The two Side Impact Members (SIM) define a horizontal mid-plane within the roll cage. These
members are joined to the RRH, defining Point S, and extend generally forward, at least as far
as a point forward of every driver’s toes, when seated in normal driving position. The forward
ends of the SIM members are joined by a lateral cross member, DLC. The intersection of the
SIM and DLC define the points DR and DL. The SIM members must be between 203 mm (8 in.)
and 356 mm (14 in.) above the inside seat bottom at all positions between points S and D. In
‘Nose’ designs, as shown in figure, the SIM extends forward to Point G, and is joined by a lateral
cross member GLC. In this case, DLC may be omitted if GLC provides adequate protection for
the driver’s toes as noted below.

Figure 5: SIM side impact members

In ‘Nose’ designs, every driver’s feet must be entirely behind the plane defined by points GR, L
and ER, L. If GLC is below the driver’s toes, then an additional primary material Lateral Cross
Member must be run between FBM or SIM members above the driver’s toes.

USM – Under Seat MemberThe USM must be positioned in such a way to prevent the driver from passing through
the plane of the LFS in the event of seat failure. The USM may also serve as the
mounting location for the seat and/or the anti-submarine belts.
Two options are given for the USM member:
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7.10.1. Lateral USM - The two LFS members shall be joined by the Under Seat Members.
The USM shall pass below the driver within the fore-aft envelope of the part of the
template as noted in Figure that intersects the seat bottom.

7.10.2. Longitudinal USM The ALC and FLC members shall be joined longitudinally by the Under Seat Member.
The forward end of the USM may also terminate at an additional cross member
made from primary material that joins the LFS members between Point A and Point
F. The USM must pass within the fore-aft envelope of the template as noted in
Figure intersects the seat bottom, and the lateral center-line of the seat

FBM – Front Bracing
Members Front Bracing Members must join the RHO, the SIM and the LFS (Figure 2) at
Points C, D and F. The upper Front Bracing Members (FBMUP) must join points C on the
RHO to point D on the SIM. The lower Front Bracing Members (FBMLOW) must join
point D to point F. The FBM must be continuous tubes. The angle between the FBMUP
and the vertical must be less than or equal to 45 deg.

Front Bracing
2. Front systems of FAB must connect the FBMUP members to the SIM members (on the
same sides). The intersection with the FBMUP members must be within 127 mm (5 in.)
measured as a straight-line distance from centreline to centreline of point C. The
intersection with the SIM members defines Point P must be vertically supported by
further members connecting the SIM members to the LFS members which defines point
Q. Points P&Q exist only with complete Front Bracing.
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Figure: 6 Front Bracing

Rear Bracing
Rear systems of FAB must create a structural triangle, in the side view, on each side of
the vehicle. Each triangle must be aft of the RRH, include the RRH vertical side as a
member, and have one vertex at Point B and one vertex at either Point S or Point A. The
tubes forming this structural triangle must be continuous members; but bends of less
than 30 deg. are allowable. The third (aft) vertex of each rear bracing triangle, Point R
must additionally be structurally connected to whichever Point, S or A, is not part of the
structural triangle. This additional connection is considered part of the FAB system and
is subject to Member Requirements, but may be formed using multiple joined members,
and this assembly of tubes, from endpoint to endpoint, may encompass a bend of
greater than 30 deg.

Driver Clearance
When the driver is sitting inside the vehicle in normal driving position equipped with all
safety gears, the cockpit must provide him completely free space and relax posture,
the minimum lateral space/clearance in sideways must be at least 3 inches.

Vertical Space
The driver’s helmet shall have 152 mm (6 in.) minimum clearance from any two points
among those members that make up to top of the roll cage.
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Figure: 7

Sharp Edges
The entire vehicle, including the roll cage shall have no exposed sharp edges which may
hurt during handling of the vehicle and may cause injury to the driver during entry and
exit of the driver or may cause major injury if the vehicle meets any accident.

Note: All rules given for roll cage construction are minimum requirements as our event
format is not for design events so the design may alter as per teams’ requirement
keeping in mind the roll cage materials, welding, and given dimension. Teams who have
made their roll cage as per the guidelines given by BAJASAE international rule book
2020-21 are acceptable. All rules related to roll cage construction of BAJA SAE will
remain valid in this event also.
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8. SECTION-8
DRIVER RESTRAINT
Seat Belts
All vehicles must have a minimum 5-point or more harness driver restraint which can be
capable of holding the driver
inside the cockpit as per the FIA motorsports rules for installation and certification.
All belts must have a metal to metal quick release mechanism through a single link (Refer fig. 1),
cam lock systems are not acceptable. The belts must allow the driver to easy exit at an event of
accident or emergency.

Shoulder Belts
The shoulder harness shall be of the over-the-shoulder type. Only
separate shoulder straps are permitted. “Y”-type shoulder straps are
explicitly prohibited. Vertical the shoulder belt mounting point shall be
positioned no higher than vertically level with each driver’s shoulders,
and no lower than 102 mm (4.0 in.) vertically below each driver’s
shoulders.
Fig. 1
The lateral spacing of the shoulder belts shall be between 178 mm (7.0 in.) and 229 mm (9.0
in.) when measured centre-to-centre. These belts to be mounted forming a loop in a horizontal
level parallel to the ground in the plane of the RRH, and behind the firewall, The belts must be
protected from any sharp edges which can damage the belts. The support system must be a
member of the roll cage or equivalent, any belt cannot be mounted in body
panels. (Refer fig, 2 &3)
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

Lap Belts
The lap belt halves must run directly from the buckle, over the driver’s hips and to their
mounting points without redirection by any part of the vehicle or its equipment. The lap
belt halves must be mounted to frame
tabs using the bracket supplied with the safety harness. Lap belts may not be mounted
by wrapping around tubes.
Refer figure-4.

Anti-submarine belts
It shall be mounted to the vehicle frame at a point aft of the chest line as denoted by a
positive angle “S” in Figure-5. The anti-submarine belt mounting point shall be forward
of the lap belt mounting points.
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Figure-4

Figure-5

NOTE: All belts must be wrapped/mounted in the primary or secondary members or
equivalent material through sound engineering practices no belts to be mounted in body
panels or through hole in members or tubes.

Arm restraint
All driver must have arm restraint which can keep the drivers hand inside the envelope
during roll over or accident. The arm restraint must be SFI rated and in good condition.
Damaged arm restraints will not be accepted. Refer figure 6,7.
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Figure-6

Figure-7

Head restraint
All vehicles must have a head restraint if non-conventional driver seat is used. The head
restraint must be capable of protect he driver’s head during frequent movement of
driver’s head. The restraint must be of soft and fire resistant material. Mounting of head
restraint to be done through mechanical linkage or may be bolted thorough the firewall.
No pasting through gum or Velcro is not acceptable.

Driver Equipment
All drivers must wear safety gear as per the instructions given below.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Safety suit. (Only SFI or FIA approved fire resistant safety suit is allowed)
Motocross helmet approved by ISI, Snell, DOT, SFI
Neck rest. (Must be ISI, SFI, FIA approved).
Hand gloves. (Must be ISI, SFI, FIA approved)
Arm restraint. (Must be ISI, SFI, FIA approved)
Safety shoes. (Must be ISI, SFI, FIA approved)
Knee guards.
Tear off goggles.

NOTE: JERSEYS, GLOVES, SOCKS OR OTHER GARMENTS MADE FROM NYLON OR ANY
OTHER SYNTHETIC MATERIAL WHICH WILL MELT WHEN EXPOSED TO HIGH HEAT, HENCE
ARE PROHIBITED. ALL MATERIAL MUST BE IN OVERALL GOOD CONDITION AND SHOW
NO SIGNS OF WEAR, NO CUTS CHAFFING OR WEAR.
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DRIVER’S SEAT
a. The seat shall work in concert with the safety harness to secure the driver
within the envelope of the roll cage. Seats may be of conventional or
suspension (sling) design. All seats shall be designed for the upright seating
position. The upright seating position is defined by the angle of the driver’s back
to a horizontal line. The back angle for an upright seating position is more than
65 degrees. As a reference, a completely upright driver will have a back angle of
90 degrees.
b. Conventional seats shall be generally rigid and be of metal or composite
construction. Conventional seats may also have a removable seat cover and
foam padding.
c. Suspension seats shall be constructed of resilient, durable, woven materials.
Stitching shall be neat and sufficient to effectively join all seat parts and safely
direct forces from the driver to the vehicle frame.
d. Seats may be purchased from a manufacturer or constructed in-house.
e. Seats shall be designed to have at least two generally planar surfaces when the
driver is seated in the vehicle. The seat back plane shall be inclined between 65
and 90 degrees from horizontal (as viewed from the side). The seat bottom
plane shall be underneath the driver and be horizontal or generally sloped such
that the leading edge of the seat bottom plane is level with or higher than the
intersection with the back plane. Seats may also include material oriented
vertically along the sides of the seat bottom plane and the seat back plane
designed to assist in laterally restraining the driver

9. SECTION-9
BRAKING SYSTEM
All vehicles must have a single foot operated hydraulic independent braking system, which
is capable of stopping all the wheels at a time in full speed condition within the stopping
distance. Mechanical/wire operated brake systems are not acceptable.
Braking system must have at least two independent braking lines with two separate brake
oil reservoir.
Brake lines must be metal and all joints and fasteners must be of metal other than the
reservoir. Brake lines should be installed and arranged with sound engineering practices.
Brake lines should not pass through below the members of cockpit and must be protected
to avoid failure and should not come in contact with debris and rock present in track
during its movement.
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Brake light
A brake light of red colour to be installed in the rear end of the vehicle, mounting of
brake light in RRH is also acceptable, minimum 1 m (100 cm) above the ground and
The light should be projected parallel to the ground it should be clearly visible to
the drivers approaching drivers from rear of the vehicle during driving. Light to be
used of OEM at least meet ISI standards and should be visible in bright day light.

Brake switch
A hydraulic operated brake switch to be installed in the each independent brake
lines which must activate the brake light on application of brake. Manual/ spring
operated/mechanically operated brake switches are not acceptable.

ABOVE FIGURES SHOWS BRAKE SWITCH AND BRAKE LINES WHICH ARE ACCEPTABLE

ABOVE FIGURES SHOWS BRAKE SWITCH AND BRAKE LINES WHICH ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE
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10. SECTION 10
GEAR WINCH SYSTEM (WGS)
We are introducing winching gear system from forthcoming seasons of Mega ATV
Championship.

Definition
Winch gear system (Termed as WGS) is a motor operated automatic recovery system
mounted within
the vehicle powered by a 12 volts battery. In off road events when a vehicle stuck
WGS can be used as additional support
using a rope/cable (Metal & Non-metal) and external support to the vehicle other
than the engine. In any situation if
vehicle gets stuck somewhere and the vehicle is not able to come out through its
power provided by the engine then
winch gear can be used as additional support to the vehicle to overcome with the
situation.
Limitations- WGS can be used only in Armageddon race event. In other events format
doesn’t allow the use of WGS.
Teams may dismantle the system before/after this particular event. WGS cannot be
used as reverse gear it is limited to
forward movement only. Winching gear cannot be used as towing hitch point.
WGS can be used for both combustion and electric vehicles. For electric vehicles the
must use separate battery(ies) to
power the WGS they cannot use power from tractive system or main power system
batteries which are used to power
the vehicle.
Winch gear system can be purchased from any retail shop depends on availability and
for reference teams may use
the given link and purchase it. https://www.amazon.in/Runva-2000Lbs-907KgElectricWinch/dp/B01N1TE9C7/ref=sr_1_2?crid=36F4PCAISCVPP&dchild=1&keywords=runv
a+winch&qid=1598329321&s=industrial&sprefix=runva+w%2Cindustrial%2C501&sr=
1-2
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Note- Teams please keep in mind this is NOT MANDATORY it is team’s choice weather
to use or not.
Specification- WGS to be purchased or designed in such a manner that it can carry a
load capacity of at least 500 Kgs. Along with a separate belt/Sling for tying-up.
Sling/Belt- A separate sling must be used to take support in ground for winching
points, winching points will be provided on the track and may be a pole, tree, rock or
may be in any other form as per availability in track. Hook- A hook to be attached at
the end of winch line it may be a conventional hook or closed hook (D’s hackles) both
are allowed.
Documents – Team vehicles equipped with WGS must produce purchase receipt and
manufacturer’s specification/catalogue indicating capacity of the system must be
presented in advance through official mail at least 7 days before the event. And must
carry the original and need to produce at the time of technical inspection.
In case of Self-constructed WGS lab testing certificate to produce at the time of TI.
Self-constructed winch gear system- Teams may use self-constructed winch gear
system however the rope/cable used to pull the vehicle must be of capacity of
carrying at least 4 times the weight of the vehicle including the driver’s weight.
In case of self-constructed winch system a lab testing certificate of weight carrying
capacity must be produced in advance. Separate test to be done for the tensile test
of the rope and maximum load carrying capacity of the WGS. Belt/Sling- There must a
belt of industrial rating must be used of at least 1 ton carrying capacity, to tie in the
ground and to connect with the main winch line.

Mounting of WGS
The mounting should be done in such a way that it should be strongly connected to the
primary and (or) secondary members of the roll cage. Mounting in the body panels are
strictly prohibited. It should not be mounted or clamped/tied directly to the members, a
metal plate of at least 5 mm thickness should be used as mounting points. No through
hole in the role cage members is allowed to mount WGS. Use of plastic ties, wires, metal
wires, metal clamps, screws are strictly prohibited.
Teams must mount the WGS in front nose of the vehicle after the pedals in forward
direction. It must pull the vehicle in forward direction it cannot be used as reverse gear
for the vehicle and must be mounted in the front of the vehicle externally or internally
in the nose of the vehicle.
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-WGS cannot be mounted in side of the vehicle.
-WGS cannot be mounted on the top, side, engine compartment or rear bumper of the
vehicle. It must be nearly along the plane of the CG of the vehicle. Mounting must be
done in the specified place as shown in the pictures
1. Directions for self-constructed WGS1. Hook – The hook used must be capable to lock the Sling/belt for winching point.
2. The rope/cable/winch line used are must meet the industrial standards and capable of
carrying a weight of at
3. least 1 ton. (1000 kgs. approx.)
4. The fittings used must be of proper standards and should be constructed by good
engineering practices. There
5. should not be any joints or damaged rope and any sharp edges or pointed wires which
can harm track
6. volunteers or anybody during handling it.
7. The body, mounting, motor, wires, switches, gears are mounted and covered properly
and meet the industrial standards.

Figure 1 (a): closed hook winching
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Figure1(b): Conventional hook winching

Conventional lock hook
D’shackles/ closed hook

Examples of sling

Figure 2: some examples of winching gear system (WGS)
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WGS CONTROLLER SYSTEM/SWITCH
The WGS must be operated by a two way hand holding controller switch. Two way
switches with hand holding facility should be installed. Controller switch/joystick can
be easily accessible by the driver in normal sitting driving position and should be
operated with a single hand. The controller switch should not be permanently
mounted anywhere in the vehicle. It may be temporarily fixed into a holder or clamp
by rubber, plastic or magnetic holder by easy remove and fix mechanism. Switches
must be push and automatic release type to be used for example the motor should
energized only when anybody is operating the switch. Permanently fixed two way
controller switches are not acceptable.
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11. SECTION 11
MISCELLANEOUS
TOWING HITCH POINT
Each vehicle must have a towing hitch point in front and rear of the vehicle which can
allow the vehicle forward and reverse pull during transmission or engine failure or
during recovery of the vehicle. It should be designed in such a way that a hook or D’S
hackle, Sling belt of 50mm can be easily inserted into it for toeing purpose. Hitch point
must be a plate of at least 10mm thickness or may be tubular construction with same
material and dimensions minimum of as primary or secondary members. It should be
designed with sound engineering practices and no sharp edges to be there.
It should be mounted along the longitudinal central line of the vehicle nearly CG of the
vehicle which can be capable of forward and reverse movement of the vehicle and
vertical lift of the vehicle. The hitch points must be coloured with red/yellow colour for
easy identification (Please keep in mind that the vehicle colour should not match with
the colour of the hitch points, for example if the majority colour of the vehicle is red
then hitch/tow points should be yellow and vice versa, if the vehicle colour is other than
red/yellow then prefer yellow colour for hitch or toe points).
Refer images for clarification.
Note: - Bumper or WGS system cannot be considered as towing hitch point.

FUEL SYSTEM AND FUEL
Only petrol used as available in Indian petroleum distribution system will be provided,
teams must design a spill prevention measure in the fuel tank with sound engineering
practice without any sharp edges. To avoid spill of excess fuel during refuelling, if excess
fuel is given and overflow occurs the spill prevention System must be capable of
draining the excess fuel directly to the ground without touching any parts of the vehicle.
Teams may use self-constructed spill prevention system or may buy it from
Manufacturers if available. In case of fuel tank relocation all components used such as
fuel pipes, valves, fasteners etc. must be provided by engine manufacturer or may be
OEM with proper certification, ordinary spare parts are strictly prohibited.
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FASTENERS
All fasteners such as screw, nuts & bolts, used must be of proper quality and of a
reputed manufacturer. Ordinary fasteners used may lead to rejection, we strongly
recommend use of lock nuts in maximum places. All fasteners must meet the
specification Matric 8.8 grade, MS/AN specification, SAE grade 5.

GUARDS
All Rotating parts must be properly covered rigidly and must be capable of protecting
spectators or co-workers in case of failure of any rotating part like chin, belt nut bolts or
any other object. Rotating parts must be covered in such a way that it should not allow
entry of fingers of any co-workers during working and also protect clothes to come in
contact and may not pull inside.
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12. SECTION 12
ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENT (APPLICABLE FOR BOTH ELECTRIC AND
COMBUSTION EVENTS)
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

As there will be day and night events, participants need to run their vehicle in
Pitch dark so each vehicle must have equipped with proper lighting one
battery must be used to give power to all the electrical system like head
lamp, fog lamp, brake light, reverse light Horn, and alarm only.
There should be minimum 2 head lamps and two fog lamps pointing forward
in the forward direction of the vehicle. For reverse there must be white
reverse light of proper intensity and ensure a good visibility.
Reverse light must be active on engagement of reverse gear, only white color
light of OEM parts of minimum ISI rated lights are acceptable. Other color
may lead to disqualification.
Participants have to make sure the battery used for these purpose must have
backup of at least 4 hours i.e. battery must be capable of operating these
components properly for 4 hours. However, in day time there is no need of
fog and head lamp so small battery which is capable to operate alarm, brake
light, horn, reverse light only can be installed replacing the heavy battery.
It is highly recommended that each team must carry backup batteries for this
purpose in fully charged condition. Organizers’ will not provide any charging
device at the venue.
Any team whose lights and electrical components are not working will not be
allowed for the night events.
If it is found that any electrical component and lights are not working during
the event the vehicle will be called for immediate repair.
Battery cannot be used for starting of engine.
Batteries must be mounted with good engineering practice
Perfectly sealed dry battery must be used so that there must not any spill or
exit of the battery in case of roll over or sharp tilting.
The wires used for these electrical connections must be of copper wire of
minimum 1.5 mm or above of good quality ISI marked brand.
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l.

All wires must be covered with fire resistant pipe or cover to avoid fire in
case of short circuit.

m.
n.

There must be switch for operating alarm, Horn, and head and fog lamps.
The switches used must be used for DC operation and must be rated above 5
Amps. Switches used for AC operation and electronic switches like DPDT are
not allowed.

NOTE: Team is free to choose the type of lights (LED or BULB) and number of lights.
Above rules about lights are recommended but not compulsory. The necessary
condition is that the track should be visible to the driver during the night event.

SWITCHES

BUZZERS
SWITCHES AND BUZZERS WHICH ARE ACCEPTABLE
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SWITCHES WHICH ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE

Vehicle Identification
Vehicle numbers are used by the organizers and officials to positively identify
team vehicles. Teams must design numbers to be visible in all race conditions or keep
them clean and conspicuous.
Note: Numbers that are not easily read may be black flagged and might not be scored
during the endurance event.
Three primary numbers in block style numerals are required to securely affix in the car.
The vehicles no shall be radially visible from left side, right side and front side of the
vehicle. See rules for number installation below.

Side Numbers
Mounted to the left and the right sides of the vehicle, shall be mounted above the SIM
and aft of the plane of the RRH.

Front Number
The angle of the plane of the front-facing numbers, when affixed to the vehicle above
the SIM, shall be less than or equal to 45 deg. from vertical.
The angle of the plane of the front numbers, when affixed to the vehicle below the SIM,
shall be less than or equal to 15 deg. from vertical.
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Number Size
The primary cutout numbers must be at least 203 mm (8.0 in) high. The primary cutout
numbers shall have a minimum line width of 25 mm (1.0 in.) And a minimum character
width of 102 mm (4.0 in). The primary cutout numbers shall be mounted such that the
projecting face is a minimum of 13 mm (0.5 in) from the background panel.
Note: Avoid sharp edges or points on the inner and outer edges of the cutout numbers.

Backing PanelEach number on the vehicle shall have a highly contrasting LED Light/radium numbers of
specified dimensions or above size and location as given in the figure, to facilitate easy
reading in pitch dark from adequate distance without help of any external light source.
Numbers may be outlined to provide enhanced contrast. Number backing panels must
be securely fastened to the vehicle frame

Vehicle visibility
a. The vehicle must be equipped with ribbed along the roll cage with radium
b. Paper/film or with LED strips which should glow itself or must reflects on exposure of
light during night.

c. Vehicle must have at least two lights of green color mounted properly on the rear side
of the vehicle, which must glow all the time. The lights must be visible from at least a
distance of 50 Meters.
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Kill Switches
Each vehicle must be equipped with two (2) easily accessible kill switches turning off the
ignition. The Kill switch must not de-energize the Brake
a. Kill Switch – Type
The kill switches must be one of the following:
01-171 Ski-Doo kill switch available at
http://www.mfgsupply.com/m/c/01-171.html?id=UxSI4Vzn
After-market WPS#27-0152 or 27-0124
http://www.parkeryamaha.com/index.asp?PageAction=PRODSEARCH&txtSearch
=27-0152&Page=1
A Stock Polaris # 4110106
b. Kill Switch – Locations and Orientation
Cockpit Switch – The cockpit switch must be located in the front of the cockpit
within easy reach of the driver with the safety harness tight.
The switch may not be mounted on a removable steering wheel assembly.
The switches must be mounted on alternate sides of the vehicle (left and right) if
cockpit switch is mounted in left side then the external switch to be mounted in
right sided of the vehicle with reference to the driver’s sitting position.
For example if the driver is right handed then cockpit kill switch to be mounted in
such a way that it is accessible to the driver easily with it right hand and mounted
on the right side with reference to the steering wheel anywhere in the cockpit
and the external switch to be mounted on the left side in the engine
compartment. It will easily help the co-workers and track volunteer to find out in
case of roll-over.
d. External Switch – The external switch must be mounted on the driver’s right side
of the vehicle, on a panel
generally perpendicular (it can be mounted between the RRH and FAB tubes) to
the firewall (+/- 15 degrees) between RRH and Rear Bracing within the red area,
(Fig 2) and behind the plane of the RRH.
e. The switch cannot be more than 178 mm (7 in) vertically below point. BR. The
switch must be within easy reach of track workers, the switch must be mounted
rigidly, with no sharp edges nearby. It must not be necessary to reach inside the
roll cage to actuate the switch.
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f. Switch background color- the background of the kill switch mounting should be
colored with yellow for easy identification by the co-workers and track
volunteers, with an instruction “PUSH TO KILL” to be written near the switch. The
surrounding background of the kill switch mounting should be at least 1.5 inches
wide and may be circular or square shape. Teams please keep in mind that only
the surrounding to be made no alteration in the original kill switch to be done.
Stickers, Tape, plastic color is allowed for this job. Kill switch electric circuit- Both
the kill switch must be capable to kill the engine simultaneously and must be a
separate circuit other than other electric components. The kill switch should not
de-energized other equipment’s like brake light reverse alarm head lamps etc.

13. SECTION 13
TRANSPONDER
a. Transponders may be used as part of the primary timing system for all closed loop
dynamic events at competitions.
b. Vehicles must carry a functional, properly mounted and fully charged transponder of the
specified type. Vehicles without a specified transponder will NOT be allowed to
compete in any event for which a transponder is used for timing
c. All vehicles must be equipped with at least one Rechargeable transponder of MyLaps.
The timing system is capable of recording two transponder identifications per vehicle,
therefore a second transponder may be mounted as a backup.
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d. http://www.mylaps.com .All teams are responsible for purchasing their transponder. All
teams are responsible for purchasing their transponder directly through MyLaps.
e. Each transponder is supplied with a mounting bracket. Teams are advised to weld a
small plate to their frame to attach the bracket. The bracket can be attached with rivets;
zip ties or bolts
f. Attaching the bracket with an M4 pan OR flat head bolts with Lock nuts OR wire is
strongly suggested.

14. SECTION-14
TECHNICAL INSPECTION
a.

Each vehicle will be inspected to determine if it complies with the requirements and
restrictions of the rules. This inspection will include an examination of the driver’s
equipment including helmet and arm restraints, a test of driver exit time and to ensure
that all drivers meet the requirements of the rules.

b.

Kill switch and dynamic brake testing both the external and cockpit kill switches will be
tested for functionality. If both switches pass the test, then the vehicle will be
dynamically brake tested. Each vehicle must demonstrate its ability to lock all four
wheels and come to rest in an approximately straight line after acceleration run
specified by the inspectors. If a vehicle fails to pass any part of the inspection, it must be
corrected/modified and brought into compliance with the rules before it is permitted to
operate.

c.

Inclining Test – Water Competitions Only (there will be a water event for the 2015
competition season) Vehicles must demonstrate, in an Inclining Test, a range of floating
static roll stability of at least 30 degrees (i.e., recover to upright from a 30 degree
induced roll angle) with the team’s heaviest driver seated in the normal driving position.
Vehicles must pass the Inclining Test while in a fully flooded condition. Vehicles may not
participate in water events until they have passed the Inclining Test.

d.

Full vehicle inspection- The vehicle will be inspected to ensure that the vehicle meets
the rules given in the rule book or not.
i.

The vehicle must not have any sharp edges.

ii.

There should not be any un welded, incomplete welding or weak welding, (There
must not be any crack or holes visible on the welding).
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iii.

All body panels and other components which is not a part of roll cage must be
fastened by sound engineering practice and should not be loosen.

iv.

Fastening the body panels by wire or zip tags or adhesive are strictly prohibited.

v.

All fasteners, Screws must have at least 3 full threads out of the nut.

vi.

All rotating parts in the drive train must be covered or properly shielded by
metal.

vii.

Two fire extinguishers must be there of specification given in the rule book. One
mounted at the vehicle and one at the hand of pit workers.

viii.

Dimension of the vehicle must not exceed given as per the Rule book.

ix.

Driver’s equipment’s check- All drivers must wear the safety equipment’s given
as per the rules of MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP. All equipment’s must be present
with their purchasing certificate at the time of technical inspection.

x.

Co-Workers- As per the MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP Rules the vehicle is not
allowed to start anywhere out of the event track or without any permission of
the concerned authority/Inspector. The vehicles must be marched at walking
speed without starting the engine all the time.

xi.

Four members from each team must be around the vehicle one keeping the fire
extinguisher.

xii.

These crews/ Co-workers must wear industrial safety jacket of orange colour.
Indicating team name and vehicle no at back and front side (Letters must be at
least 1-inch-long) with black colour
Sample: http://www.tolexo.com/reflective-safetyjacket.html?utm_source=sok_pla&utm_medium=cpc&gclid=CjwKEAiAvPGxBRCH3
YCgpdbCtmYSJABqHRVwjclcyyi5PYbM1JMSweF2aHq4l7XuurmP4WjKhyf5hoCwjnw_wcB

xiii.

Only these crews can come to the track or nearby (On call) the vehicle during the
dynamic events.
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2.

The inspection will determine if the vehicle satisfies the requirements and restrictions of
the general motorsports rules for the safety of driver and the audience.

3.

If vehicles are not ready for technical inspection when they arrive at the inspection site,
they will be sent away.

4.

Any vehicle may be re-inspected at any time during the competition and correction of
any non-compliance will be required.

5.

The team which doesn’t clear this level will not be allowed to advance in next level.

6.

After the technical inspection each team will be issued with the pass to advance in next
level.

7.

The team is advised to check the safety rules continuously while fabricating the ATV, so
that they don’t face elimination.

8.

This level doesn’t reward any point but without this level the team will not be able to
gain any point.
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CHECKLIST
CHECK LIST FOR THE TEAMS BEFORE COMING TO EVENT
1. DOCUMENTS-Teams need to check that all documents as given in the mail are available
or not and must be arranged in the sequence in the documents file as instructed.
2. INSPECTION SHEET- Teams must bring the inspection sheet checking all the points as
suggested in inspection sheet and rule book duly signed by the faculty advisor/team
coach.
3. ORIGINAL ID CARDS- Teams must bring all ID cards as given in the documents section in
original at the event site.
4. TOOLS- We strongly recommend to bring tools and equipment’s with you which are to
be used for repairing and maintenance of the vehicles on site.
5. SPARES- We strongly recommend the bring the necessary spare parts like clutch plates,
cables, spare bulbs, spare batteries, gear and differential oil, engine oil, brake oil, nut
and bolts, screws and fasteners, battery charger etc.
6. TRANSPONDER REGISTRATION AND CHARGING- Before coming to event teams must
register their transponders at the given link in our previous mail and transponders must
be fully charged and the vehicle must have proper transponder mounting. NOTE:
TEAMS DO NOT HAVE THEIR TRANSPONDER REGISTERED AND CHARGED WILL NOT BE
ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE EVENT.
7. ANNEXURE FORMS AND DECLARATION- Teams must bring their ANNEXURE forms with
them and declaration in stamp paper in their documents file. Do not forget to give the
ANNEXURE for transportation of the vehicle to the vehicle transporter/ transport
company.
8. SAFETY JACKETS TO TEAMS- Do not forget to bring the safety jackets for each team
member as specified.
9. SAFETY SUIT AND KIT FOR DRIVER- Check all safety equipment’s along with the seat
belt for the driver as specified and mounted properly.
10. FIRE EXTINGUSHERS- Check all fire extinguisher and make sure that they are not expire
and the date of filling and expiry/re-filling is mentioned in the extinguisher.
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PENALTY SYSTEM- Teams may be penalized on violation of any rules as given by the event
organizers. Organizers reserves the right to penalize the teams on violation in any rules. Penalty
may be imposed as score penalty, Declaration of DNF, Disqualification of team and vehicle,
blacklist the team/ any of the team member(s), certificates, monetary fine and rank penalty.
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TECHNICAL INSPECTION (STATIC EVENT)

GENERAL RULES- Teams need to check their vehicle before bringing to event site that the vehicle
is manufactured as per the rules suggested for Mega ATV Championship. Teams need to check
all points given in the inspection sheet provided. The vehicles of the teams will be inspected on
site by the event technical inspectors and will be allowed to run only if the vehicle pass the onsite inspections. Technical inspection includes electrical system, electrical power system/tractive
system, engine RPM test, Brake test, driver’s safety suit and kit inspection, and whole vehicle
inspection as per the given rule book.
VEHICLE CONSTRUCTION- The vehicles must be constructed as per the rule book only. The
vehicle must meet all construction rules of the rule book.
BRAKE TEST- In brake test the vehicle need to run in a nearly straight and flat road for a distance
of around 50 Meters. The vehicle should go on full throttle and apply the brake at the indication
given. The vehicle must stop at the given area and after stopping the vehicle must stop in nearly
straight line position. The brakes must apply on each of the wheels. If any vehicle does not pass
the brake test in first attempt they will be given second and third attempt to pass respectively.
After failing third attempt team will be declared as NOT PASSED and eliminated.
LIMITATIONS IN ATTEMPTS- The attempts will be given only in the specified time i.e. in the
mentioned schedule the technical inspection will start at 11:00 Hrs. and continue till 18:00 Hrs.
All vehicles must complete their all attempts in the specified time. No vehicles will be allowed to
take an attempt after the mentioned schedule.
ENGINE/ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM TEST - All engines will be inspected, teams need to produce
the original copy of the invoice at the time of inspection of the engine. Teams need to keep their
RPM and governor setting as specified in the rule book. The RPM will be checked and given an
OK signal to teams and will be sealed. Teams are strictly instructed not to change the RPM and
Governor setting after engine inspection. Organizers may check the engine rpm any time during
the event. (RPM limitations, 1750 RPM at Idle condition recommended-3800 Max.) for electrical
power system all power system must meet the specifications power and voltage limits as
suggested in rule book.
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DRIVER SAFETY TEST- Teams need to produce safety suit and kit for driver, in good condition and
specified rating as per rule book. Teams need to produce the invoice for each individual
equipment’s related to driver’s safety. All equipment’s must be in good condition, not in
damaged condition in any manner. Damaged or torn equipment’s will not be accepted. Driver’s
equipment’s must be as specified in the rule book and must cover full body of the driver, no
jackets or half jackets will be allowed. Exceptions-Driver shoes may be ordinary or general
sports shoes may be allowed in some cases. (TEAMS CANNOT GIVE EXAMPLES OF OTHER
SIMILAR EVENTS ORGANISED BY OTHER ORGANISATIONS)
The clearance between the drivers head and the top ceiling/RHO must be more than 6” (Inch) in
sitting position fully equipped with safety gear.
NOTE: As safety for the drivers and fellow participants are the first priority so there will be no
compromise in the any of the safety rules. Teams must confirm that they have proper safety
equipment’s of specified rating and quality like seat belt, safety suit, balaclava, helmet, shoes etc.
TEAM MEMBERS SAFETY JACKET- All team members must have safety jacket of orange colour
only (Other colour are not accepted) as specified in the rule book which will be inspected at the
time of technical inspection. If any team fails to produce the team member’s safety jackets are
not allowed and will not be allowed to move in the event area.
LIGHTS-Teams must have lights mounted properly in the vehicles which will be inspected during
the technical inspection and before the night endurance event. If lights are not working properly
the vehicle will not be allowed to participate in night endurance/black out event.
BACKUP AND EMERGENCY LIGHT- It is strongly recommended to teams that teams should make
a mounting for emergency lights/torches (High quality battery operated torches), in case the
lights are not working /in case of light failure teams can continue their race with emergency
backup lights.
BRAKE LIGHT- Teams must have brake lights which must operate on application of brake at all
time, and mounted properly as given in the rule book. Brake test will not be passed if brake lights
are not working. NOTE: Brake lights must be operated by Hydraulic pressure switch. No
manual/mechanical brake switch is permitted.
REVERSE LIGHT AND ALARM- Teams must have reverse light and reverse alarm on application of
reverse gear. If any vehicle is not having reverse gear they do not require revers light and alarm.
BATTERY MOUNTING- All batteries must be mounted in the specified place only and secure
position as said in rule book. No batteries are allowed in the driver cockpit and driver’s seat.
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EGRESSION TEST- The egression of the driver will be tested, driver must wear all safety
equipment’s and sit in driving position by keeping both hands on steering wheel, in static position
of the vehicle. And the instruction will be given by the technical inspector to come out. The driver
must come out within the five seconds form when the instruction given by the technical inspector
to when driver’s both the feet are at ground. Maximum three attempts for this will be given.

TILT TEST-There must not be any leakage of oil in the tilt position of the vehicle at 45 degree
angle from both sides of the vehicle and from the front also. There must not be leakage in any
fuel, engine oil, gear and differential oil and brake oil.
VEHICLE INSPECTION GO-NO-GO- The maximum size/dimensions of the vehicle is restricted as
per the rule book, and the tracks are designed as per the maximum dimensions of the vehicles.
We will check the maximum size of the vehicle and GO-NO-GO devices will installed to check the
vehicle size. Oversized vehicles are not allowed to participate in the event. Hence they will be
rejected during the technical inspection.
LIGHT AND VEHICLE VISIBLITY TEST- The vehicles will tested in dark after sunset for the head
lamps, brake lights, number plates, complete vehicle visibility as given in the rule book. Teams
please keep in mind your complete vehicle and its all dimensions must be visible if your vehicle
is kept in dark from all sides. It is necessary to put tape lights/radium lights in all exposed
members (Primary) for example RHO, SIM, RRH, ENGINE COMPARTMENT must be illuminated
all the time during night endurance race.
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS- Teams must have fire extinguishers as specified in the rule book and must
be properly mounted in the vehicle of specified size. And one backup fire extinguisher to be with
the team members. Spray and other rated or oversized extinguisher should not be mounted in
the vehicle.
CAR NO- The vehicles must contain car nos. as specified in the rule book. No cars will be allowed
to participate without having car nos. or wrongly installed car nos. Car no. must be written by
strip/tape lights/acrylic LED lights only in given letter format in rule book.
FASTENERS-All fasteners/nut bolts used in the vehicles must be properly tightened and must use
lock nuts where nuts are used. Nut and bolts where nuts are used bolts length must be chosen in
such a way that at least two threads are out in fully tighten position of nut and bolts.
SHARP EDGES- There must not be any sharp edges which can harm anyone in touching of the
vehicle and must not be cause of penetration of drivers body in case of the vehicle meets any
accident or during the escape of the driver from the vehicle.
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USE OF RADIO- If any team using radio signals in any communication devices they must have
approved frequency license to use the radio devices at the event site.
LOOPHOLES- As there may be loopholes in the rules and exceptional cases may arise, organizer
will take decisions in such cases which will be favourable to all teams, event, and safety and
favourable to the participants.
MILAGE OF THE VEHICLE- It is seen in our previous events driver come to refuel/changing of
batteries their vehicles during the race without checking the fuel level in the tank and in
charging level, either they are already having fuel or they are fully empty in some place, which
is unnecessary killing of time, We strongly recommend to check the mileage of the vehicle that
will help the team drivers to develop strategy during running their vehicle in the race, and they
will be able to decide the actual time for re-fuelling/replacement of batteries to avoid
unnecessary refuelling /replacement of batteries of the vehicle.
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15. SECTION 15-EVENT FORMAT AND RULES
1. DRAG RACE (DYNAMIC EVENT)
(10:00 Hrs.-12:30 Hrs.), Patch no.-3, 60 Mts.
GENERAL RULE- In this race two vehicles will be running simultaneously for a length of
around 60 meters. Drivers need to accelerate their vehicle as much as possible to get the
best result. Here acceleration of the vehicle will be recorded and vehicle ranking on the
basis of fastest vehicle will be done, which will be used during the lineup of the next
consecutive events. Score will be awarded on the basis of time taken to complete the
distance by each vehicle. Vehicle which completes the track in minimum time will be
declared as winner among all the vehicles. Only one chance for each vehicle will be given
in this particular event no second chance or repeat chance will be given to any vehicle.
After crossing the finish line vehicle needs to decelerate and stop the vehicle only in the
specified region.
TRACK DESCRIPTION- In this event almost flat and nearly straight path of soil around 60
Meters will be there. No obstacles like humps, rocks, tyre and logs will be there.
ENGINE SHUT DOWN DURING THE EVENT- In this event if engine shut down/power or
tractive system failure takes place,
case-1, within 15 meters from the starting line, vehicle will be allowed to take second
chance and will be called back to the starting line and start the race with other vehicle in
next slot without imposing any penalty, if again engine shuts down one member of the
team may come and re-start the engine/power or tractive system, and continue the race
no third chance will be given.
Case -2, if the engine shut down/power or tractive system failure takes place after 15
meters of the starting line one team member of the same vehicle may come and start the
engine/tractive system and continue the race, without any penalty, no second chance will
be given in this case.
REPAIRING- Vehicles meets permanent or temporary failures will be termed as DNF, no
repairing or second chance will be given in case of repairing.
DNF (DID NOT FINISH) - Vehicles which are awarded as DNF will be awarded zero score
for this particular event.
FUELING/CHARGING/REPLACEMENT OF BATTERIES – Fuelling/charging/replacement of
batteries are not allowed during the event to any vehicle for this particular event.
PENALTY – vehicle going out of the track during running of the vehicle will be termed as
DNF for this particular event. Vehicle do not stop in the specified region after completing
the race will be awarded one rank penalty.
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2. SOLO DIRT RACE (DYNAMIC EVENT)
(13:30 Hrs.-18:00 Hrs.), Main Track

GENERAL RULE- Team vehicle need to complete one full circle/ loop of the total track
length allotted alone. In this race vehicle will be running alone in the track, not with other
vehicles. The score will be given on the basis of total time taken by the vehicle to cover
the total specified length. Vehicle who will complete the length in minimum time will be
declared as winner.
TRACK DESCRIPTION- In this event the track will be the main track where night endurance
will take place. The track may consists of natural soil road, humps, hills, rocks water etc.

DNF (Did not finish) - Teams/vehicles who will not complete the total length will be
declared as DNF and zero score will be awarded to the team for this particular event.
Only one chance will be given to each team no repeat or second/ third chance will be
given in any manner under any circumstances in this particular event.
ENGINE/TRACTIVE SYSTEM SHUT DOWN DURING THE EVENT- In case of engine shut
down driver may ask any track volunteer to re-start the engine. In case no volunteer or
persons are available nearby, driver may start the engine and lock the safety belt properly
and run the vehicle, if the driver did not put/lock the belt properly the vehicle will be
penalized as DNF. For electric vehicles if tractive system shut down they may re-start and
move forward.
REPAIRING- In case of any temporary failure during the event teams may take their
vehicle out of the track and sort out the problem and again take the vehicle into the race
track, teams need to continue the race from the same place where engine was shut
down/brake down occurred, any shortcut or passing the tracks out of specified path will
be penalized as DNF and zero score will be awarded to the team. Vehicles taking time
more than ½ hours to repair in case of brake down in this particular event shall not be
allowed to continue the race again and will be declared as DNF.
IF THE TOTAL TIME TAKEN TO COMPLETE THE TRACK BY ANY PARTICULAR VEHICLE IS
MORE THAN 60 MINUTES WILL BE DECLARED AS DNF AND ZERO SCORE WILL BE
AWARDED TO THE TEAM.
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PENALTY- Vehicles need to run in the specified path only any trespasses or short-cut taken
will be penalized as DNF or may be banned for the next event ONE EVENT in case of
serious safety rule violation.
FUELING/CHARGING/REPLACEMENT OF BATTERIES – Fuelling/charging/replacement of
batteries are not allowed during the event to any vehicle for this particular event.
TOEING FACILITY- Toeing facility will be provided only after completion of the event. No
toeing facility will be provided during the event.
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3. ARMAGEDDON RACE (DYNAMIC EVENT)
Armageddon Track, 350 Mts. Approx.
GENERAL RULE- Team vehicle need to complete track length of around 350 Meters. In this event
vehicle will be running alone in the track, not with other vehicles. The score will be given on the
basis of total time taken by the vehicle to cover the total specified length. Vehicle who will
complete the length in minimum time will be declared as winner. In this event single vehicle will
be doing the event after completing of one vehicle next vehicle will be allowed to perform.
TRACK DESCRIPTION- In this event the track will be a combination of ramp, booby traps, mud,
water, rocks, sand, logs and hard jumping of the vehicle will be done. The total length of the track
will be around 350 meters.
ENGINE/TRACTIVE SYSTEM SHUT DOWN DURING THE EVENT- In case of engine shut down driver
may ask any track volunteer to re-start the engine. In case no volunteer or persons are available
nearby, driver may start the engine and lock the safety belt properly and run the vehicle, if the
driver did not put/lock the belt properly the vehicle will be penalized as DNF. For electric vehicles
if tractive system shut down they may re-start and move forward.
USE OF WINCHING GEAR- Teams are allowed to use battery operated winching gear system for
additional support in case vehicle is stuck somewhere.

REPAIRING- Vehicles meets permanent or temporary failures will be termed as DNF, no repairing
or second chance will be given in case of repairing.
PENALTY – vehicle going out of the track during running of the vehicle will be termed as DNF for
this particular event. If all four wheels of the vehicle is completely out of track.
DNF (DID NOT FINISH) - Vehicles which are awarded as DNF will be awarded zero score for this
particular event.
FUELING – Re-Fuelling is not allowed during the event to any vehicle for this particular event.
SUPPORT- Vehicle need to pass all given obstacles with itself, no other manual support like
pushing, pulling by any human effort or machine like toeing vehicles are strictly prohibited.
Exception- In case of toppling inside the track, Engine shut down, human and machine effort is
allowed to use and vehicle can continue the race further. TEAMS MAY ALSO USE WINCHING
GEAR FOR SUPPORT.
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4. DAY NIGHT BLACK OUT ENDURANCE RACE (DYNAMIC EVENT)
(17:00 Hrs.-21:00 Hrs.), Main Track, 10.00 Kms.
GENERAL RULE- This is the endurance racing of the vehicles participating in the event. All
vehicles who have passed technical inspection and their lights are working properly. In
this event vehicles will be running at a time of around four hour’s non-stop, where
durability of the vehicle and the capability of the drivers will be tested. This event will
occur in the main track of the event which is a long closed loop. The vehicles will be
moving in the closed loop and score will be given on the basis of maximum no of laps
covered by each vehicle in the specified time i.e. maximum distance travelled by a vehicle
in the specified given time. Vehicle who will cover maximum distance in the given time
will be declared as winner.
TRACK DESCRIPTION- In this event the track will be the main track where night endurance
will take place. The track may consists of natural soil road, humps, hills, rocks water etc.

DNF (Did not finish) - Teams/vehicles who will not complete at least one full lap of the
total track length will be declared as DNF and zero score will be awarded to the team for
this particular event.
ENGINE/TRACTIVE SYSTEM SHUT DOWN DURING THE EVENT- In case of engine/tractive
system shut down driver may ask any track volunteer to re-start the engine (for
combustion). In case no volunteer or persons are available nearby, driver may start the
engine or tractive system and lock the safety belt properly and run the vehicle, if the
driver did not put/lock the belt properly the vehicle will be penalized as DNF.
LIGHT FAILURE-As per rule book four lights are mandatory to install in the vehicle. At the
starting line-up before the race starts all four lights will be checked/inspected of each
vehicle whether they are working or not. But during the running of the vehicle in the race
at least any two lights in horizontal directions (Either head lamps or Fog lamps must
work). In case of light failure/not working all four lights at a time, driver should stop the
vehicle immediately and take the vehicle out of track and repair it and then continue the
race or (Driver can continue race with Backup/emergency lights). In case lights are not
working and vehicles are continuously running we will stop the transponder reading
/receiver and impose the penalty if required at that moment and vehicle will not allowed
to further continue the race until the lights starts working. It is very clear instruction from
the event organizer that we will not give any type of warning to any vehicle if the lights
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are not working and vehicle is still moving it is the prime duty of the driver to stop and
repair.
REPAIRING- In case of any temporary failure during the event teams may take their
vehicle out of the track and sort out the problem and again take the vehicle into the race
track, teams need to continue the race from the same place where engine was shut
down/brake down occur, any shortcut or passing the tracks out of specified path will be
penalized and the LAP will not counted for the particular lap.
TEAM MEMBERS- All members from each team will be allowed to enter the track area
during this event wearing orange colour safety jackets only.
MAINTANANCE BAY- Drivers who needs any type of interaction/discussion with their
team member or things like running inspection of vehicle/changing of driver/drinking
water/soft drinks/refreshments/checking of fuel level/inspection of fasteners to be done
at maintenance bay only.
PENALTY- Vehicles need to run in the specified path only any trespasses or short-cut
taken, LAP will not counted for that particular lap. Vehicles may be imposed penalty of
demotion of one Rank, or may lead to disqualification in case of serious safety rule
violation.
FUELING- There will be one fuelling station for re-fuelling of the vehicles in the race track.
Teams need to re-fuel their vehicles when needed during the race. As this is the most
precious and dangerous place so the violation of any safety rules in the fuel area may lead
to disqualification of the team. Some of the rules are:1. The vehicle should come for re-fuelling at a speed less than 20 Kmph. Any rash driving
near the fuel area will be counted as violation of safety rules.
2. Re-fuelling of the vehicles will be done by the event organizers crew members only.
No team members are allowed in the fuel area.
3. Teams are not allowed to do any type of interaction/discussion with the driver at the
fuelling area. Things like running inspection of vehicle/changing of driver/drinking
water/taking eatables are strictly prohibited in the fuel area. Doing these act at the
fuelling area will be counted as serious safety violation.
4. Drivers are instructed to keep their vehicle slow as much as possible while entering
into fuel area and during exit from the fuel area. Drivers need to kill the engine at the
fuel area and re-fuel the vehicle. Fuel will not be given if the engine is in start
position/running.
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5. During the exit of the vehicle after re-fuelling and entering into track will be escorted
by volunteer/Crew member present over there. Driver need to follow the instruction
of the crew while entering into track and maintain marching speed or speed less than
20Kmph.

ALCOHOL- Consumption of any alcoholic beverages, narcotics drugs etc. is completely
banned. No team member or driver should be under the influence of any drug or alcohol.
Organizers reserves the right to do medical test any time during the event and post event.
SAFETY JACKETS – All safety jackets must be of orange color and team name and car no
must be printed or sticker may be pasted of size at least 4” (Inches) in back side and 2”
(Inches) in front left chest.
Toeing- considering safety, toeing of the vehicles will be given only after completion of
the event. No toeing support will be given during the event. Teams can repair their
vehicle on the track area only taking vehicle out of the track in case of any failure.
General regulation- teams are requested to keep in mind that the maintaining the
dignity, discipline and safety of the fellow participants during the event should be their
first priority. Running their vehicle out of the specified area and time and doing some
other irrelevant activity will be counted as serious safety violation. If any team or its
member found doing any such act may be charged as per the rules and regulation of the
event. Organizers reserves the right to take any action in such cases. Teams may be
penalized or may ask to leave the event area immediately.
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16. SECTION 16
RULES OF CONDUCT
1. All MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP participants can be proud of the excellent
sportsmanship and cooperation among teams that are two of the hallmarks of the
series. Good conduct and compliance with the rules and the official instructions are
expectations and requirements for every team member.
2. An incident of unsportsmanlike conduct, the organizer is authorized to impose an
appropriate penalty.
3. Unsportsmanlike conduct can include arguments with officials, disobedience of
official instructions and the use of abusive or threatening language to any official or
other participant. Depending on the seriousness of the infraction the penalty for such
actions can range from a deduction of up to fifty percent (50%) of the team’s points to
expulsion of the entire team. Penalties of this type will only be imposed after a
complete review of the incident by the organizer.
4. Alcohol and Illegal Material Alcoholic beverages, firearms, weapons of any type and
illegal materials are prohibited at MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP site during the
competition. The penalty for violation of this rule is the immediate expulsion of the
entire team, not just the individual(s) involved. This rule applies to team members,
advisors and any individuals working with the team on-site.
5. Smoking - Prohibited
Smoking is prohibited in all competition areas.
6. Parties-Disruptive parties either on or off-site must be prevented by the faculty
advisor or team captain.
7. Trash Clean-Up - Clean-up of trash and debris is the responsibility of the teams.
Please make an effort to keep your paddock area clean and uncluttered. At the end of
the day, each team must clean their work area.
8. Site Condition - Please help the organizers keep the site clean. The sites used for
MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP is generally private property and should be treated as
such. Competitors are reminded that they are guests of the owners. All trash should be
placed in the receptacles provided. Glass is not allowed on the grounds. Failure to
clean the premises will result in an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty. Competitors are
encouraged to police their areas after meals.
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9. Motorcycles, Bicycles, Rollerblades, etc. - Prohibited
The use of motorcycles, quads, bicycles, scooters, skateboards, rollerblades or similar
person-carrying or motor driven devices by team members and spectators in any part
of the competition area, including the paddocks is prohibited.
1. SPECTATOR RULES
1. General
The organizers typically do not have a direct line of communication with spectators
other than on-the-spot at the competition; thus, the competitors, faculty and
volunteers are expected to help inform the spectators of the safety rules and help
restrict spectators to the spectator areas.
2. Alcoholic Beverages
Spectators may not drink or possess alcoholic beverages at any competition location.
3. Access Restrictions
Spectators must keep a specified distance back decided by the organizers, from any
area where vehicles are operating under power. Motor vehicle competitions are
potentially dangerous and safety rules will be strictly enforced.

4. Children
A competition site is not a safe place for children and unsupervised young people.
Spectators who fail to strictly control their children will be asked to leave the site.
5. Removal of Spectators
The course officials and organizers have the absolute right to restrict spectator access
to any parts of the site and to eject anyone who violates safety rules or ignores the
instructions of officials.
6. Unsafe Practices and Conduct
All participants are required to exercise safe practices and avoid unsafe activities at all
times during the competition. The event organizer has the discretionary authority to
impose a just penalty for any conduct deemed unsafe. All team members will be held
to this rule.
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MISCELLANEOUS
1. Driver Equipment
Drivers must wear all of the equipment specified in “Driver Equipment Requirements"
and a properly fastened restraint system at all times when the vehicle is running in any
event or on the practice track. Drivers not wearing the proper equipment will not be
permitted to drive, and may have their competition driver’s privileges revoked.
2. Water Competitions Only – Driver equipment rules for water events may be adjusted
by the organizer and
2. SAFETY - TEAM RESPONSIBILITY
1. Safety is the primary consideration in the design of MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP
vehicles and the conduct of the competitions.
2. Teams need to include safety considerations in all parts of their program.
3. At all performance events, it is the responsibility of the team to ensure both the
vehicle and driver meet and follow all the requirements and restrictions of the rules.

DISCLAIMAR/CREDITS: While making the above rule book we have used few images from different sites
and google, we are thankful to internet and google and other websites from which images are taken.
Few Information’s given in this rulebook are referred/inspired from some FIA and FIM and similar
regulatory bodies. This book is not for any commercial use/sale. This is a free book and cannot be
sale/published through any manner by online or offline platforms.
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An ISO 9001:2015 Off-Road Racing

www.atvchampIonshIp.com

Contact Us
+91-7978555567
maIl@atvchampIonshIp.com
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